Foreword

Artist Andie Thrams at work amidst the redwoods.
Photo by Dennis Eagan

There is peace to be found in Deep Wild 2022, of the soul-satisfying
sort we crave. Bessann Swanson’s watercolor cover image, “Halls Creek
Cottonwood,” emanates it. Susan McMillan and companion, their “canoe
adrift / like a stick on rambling current in idle autumn breeze,” are
“bewitched” by the loon that “trails long ribbons of gold over the lake’s
dark face.” Christopher Norment, in his haibun “Narrow Trail to the
Western Pass,” recites for us the litany of the wildflowers he encounters
on his solitary walk: “phlox, lupine, spring beauty, stonecrop, several
species of buckwheat, paintbrush, larkspur in wet places, on and on.”
And, lest our pulses grow too slow, there is adventure: Steve
Gardiner hacking at the snow on the flank of Mt. Rainier with his ice axe
to “get inside the mountain” and survive a blizzard; Kelsey Wellington,
our Graduate Student Essay Contest winner, hobbling for miles through
deep powder with a torn ACL to get to the trailhead, and the hospital;
Talley Kayser and her band of “ragtag scruffy bipeds” sleeping in the
desert dirt at night, climbing fractured piles of rock by day, as free as they
will ever be.
Unease pervades these pages as well. “Asters / shake their furled
fists” and “the bare upper limbs / of the scrub oak / scratch the cloudless
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sky” in Cadence Summers’ short poems. Swollen creeks interpose
themselves between our goals and us. “The wind has shed its empathy,”
Eric le Fatte writes. It shreds the Lakota trail flags on Black Elk Peak in
Nicholas Trandahl’s poem, and all but blows Diane Gansauer and her
party off the side of a mountain. The couple in Frank Haberle’s story
“Zone 28,” clinging together in their tiny tent on an exposed ridge in
Denali, are helpless before its fury.
The turbulence is within us too. We take our fears to the
backcountry, seeking strength, and our grief for lost loved ones, hoping
for release. “In this leafless woodland,” Irish poet Maeve McKenna
writes, “I have come / to walk into my father’s death.” Emmy Savage,
alone in the high country for the first time, is “hours and miles away from
help or human comfort.” The fears are not unfounded: Bret Serbin and
her partner, in “Out in the Backcountry,” unnerved by recent violence
inflicted upon gay women in campgrounds, beat a panicky retreat, until
they are “back on pavement, where we let ourselves believe we were safe.”
These feelings are not just for ourselves but for our planet and the
creatures with whom we share it. Marc Beaudin in “25 Bears” fears for
the few remaining grizzly on the Yaak River “living / their perfect ursine
lives,” and for our children, who must live in the diminished world
we bequeath them. The creatures depicted in Andie Thrams’ artwork
interspersed throughout this volume haunt us with their vulnerability.
“What if I can’t get home?” says a bat, suspended in flight against a firelit night sky. Roxanne, the character in Dian Parker’s story “Our One and
Only,” is so tormented by the onslaught of bad news about the world that
she—and we with her—are overwhelmed.
And yet the caribou still make their long trek south and north and
south, as Dick Anderson testifies. The geese returning to the pond in
November once again take Wally Swist’s breath away. “What it is to see
them again,” he exclaims, “what it is / …for them to have flown and then
landed.” Sarah Scruggs, in “Between Trees,” takes her “hopelessness…
blame…regret…hurt” into the backcountry and finds comfort there in the
stars that “never left,” strength in the “grasses rustling with the wind,” a
“renewed mindset” for the new day. For Roxanne in Parker’s story, the
despair of daylight yields to her cultivation of a skill we will all need if we
are to survive the Anthropocene: dreaming together the same dream of
action and renewal, willing it into reality.
“When will we awaken to all that connects us?” Andie Thrams asks,
in her image of the interwoven stems and leaflets and roots on the forest
floor. And in another of her images: “What if we all acted in unison?”
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Laura Girardeau and her fellow “hooters,” an impassioned, courageous
tribe, give us one stirring answer, as they “fly through the forest” in
pursuit of the spotted owl they have glimpsed in the treetops, trailing him
home so that they can protect the nest and the square mile of old growth
forest that surrounds it. “Who will speak for the trees?” Thrams asks.
They do.
Nature rewards us for the attention we give it, as Peter Anderson
affirms in “The Wheel,” with evidence of resilience. The unbroken cycle of
the swallows and nighthawks and bats and bluebirds, of the bear and the
elk, the columbines and bee plants and black-eyed Susans, of the yellow
aspen leaves and snow-white ptarmigans and spring green cottonwood
and many-hued meadow—of every plant, every creature his keen eye
observes, “offers some hope, even in this precarious era, that what has
been will be again.”
It takes a village to make a lit mag, as we have discovered in the past
four years. Thanks are always in order, and we tender ours to the 51
writers and two artists who enliven these pages, as well as to the several
hundred others who entrusted us with their work. We are sorry we
did not have room to publish more. The “we,” for whom I have special
gratitude, are Poetry Editor Heidi Blankenship and Graphic Designer
Dave Gutierrrez, who have invested their energies and skills in Deep
Wild Journal from Day One, and two new additions to the team: Fiction
Editor Janet Goldberg, who nurtured six excellent stories into print, and
Corrinne Brumby, for whom the title Assistant Editor came to mean a
dozen different things. Special thanks also to Alaskan writer Marybeth
Holleman, who, along with Corrinne, served as judge for the Graduate
Student Essay Contest. And finally, gratitude to you, reader, who by the
fact that you hold this book in hand demonstrate your love for wild places
and good words. Your interest and support mean everything to us.
Rick Kempa
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